
Trinity Canton implemented COx (Church of 2

or more) groups into the structure of its church

last fall and many members have found it

beneficial. One member, Colleen Van Dyk, has

been powerfully impacted by her involvement

in COx. Colleen joined a COx group in March

and was completely blown away by her

experience.  She exclaims, “Sometimes it’s

brought me to tears, it’s had me feel immense

happiness when I didn’t expect it.”

 

COx groups meet once a week for about an

hour to an hour and a half to encourage each

other and listen to God together. Colleen has

found that she gets much more out of her COx

group than 90 minutes of fellowship. Even after

the meeting is over, the conversation stays with

her throughout the week. She proclaims,

 

“I meditate more with God than I normally

do. I like to start the morning with a prayer

of gratitude and it has helped me follow

through with that. I start the day

differently…It has pushed me into studying

(the bible) more.”
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In this June edition of A story or two, you will find information

on how Trinity Canton has adapted to the changes that COVID-

19 has brought, as well as learn how COx groups (started last fall)

have impacted the members of the church.

 

  Personal Impact of COx

by: Bridgett Kelly

Not only do COx groups help members grow in

fellowship and spiritual practices, but they also

help us all to live out the basic culture of our

church. Colleen describes it best when she says:

 

“COx is my favorite part of my church. Our

church really doesn’t judge and loves all.

Everyone can come there and be a better

person when they leave. That’s what I get out

of every COx meeting: I’m a better person

the next day because of it.”

Colleen (bottom right) and her COx group
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The last few months our world has experienced tremendous disruption in connection with the

COVID-19 pandemic.  Businesses and educational institutions have scrambled to come to terms

with what it looks like to function during an era of social distancing and stay at home directives.

Likewise, churches have been similarly challenged as to how to be the body of Christ while large

gatherings have been prohibited out of concern for public health.  Due to the rhythms we

adopted late last year, we feel that Trinity Canton has been providentially positioned to function,

and even prosper in this strange, new reality.

 

Even with the outbreak of COVID-19, TC’s regular rhythms of ministry have been minimally

affected. Having adopted our current COx practice of meeting in smaller, hesed communities

that focus on cultivating rhythms of attention to one another and to Jesus, this practice

continues with the only change being meeting exclusively online rather than occasionally face to

face. (Hesed is the Hebrew term similar to the Greek word agape, referring to attachment love

that bonds us to God and each other). While we do miss meeting in person for our monthly

worship, moving that online has been a simple adjustment, especially for a congregation already

in the habit of engaging meaningfully with one another in an online format.  We are learning

that there is a great value in the church not relying on the “big weekly corporate gathering” for

practicing how to: love one another; encourage one another; rejoice with those rejoicing, weep

with those weeping; listen to one another; and listen to the word of the Lord together. Our

emphasis on community forged in the smaller COx groups has strengthened not only the

connection between those participating in the groups, but also the connection felt among the

members overall in our monthly gatherings and newly instituted monthly prayer meetings.

 

We feel grateful at this time to be free from the burden of an unused facility and give thanks for a

ministry model that is nimble and adaptable to a variety of circumstances.  Many ministries and

churches struggle right now with how to return to (or find a new) normal, and we feel for our

brothers and sisters in those difficult circumstances.  We feel privileged and blessed that the COx

model has not only helped TC weather the disruption by the virus but has actually strengthened

connection and facilitated spiritual growth in the absence of corporate gatherings. We praise

God for our situation at TC and His equipping us to carry on and hope to perhaps be of some

help to others moving forward.
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Connect with us Virtually! 
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